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NO ONE O B TO RULE THEM ALL
"Do one thing and do it well" vs. transaction processing, analytics, full-text search, replication, spatial index, materialized views, OLAP, machine learning, graph index, monitoring, time-series data, auditing, caching, notifications.
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STOP DOING THIS.
Our Challenge:

Data Integration

"Making sure the data ends up in all the right places"
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like UNIX pipes
but for DISTRIBUTED DATA
mysql | elasticsearch
like UNIX pipes
but for DISTRIBUTED DATA
mysql | elasticsearch
tail -f access.log | join <(mongodb) | recommendations | sendmail
All Aboard the Databus!
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USING CHANGE CAPTURE

Person submit data to Web app, which writes to DB.
USING CHANGE CAPTURE
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Using Change Capture

- User submits data to Web app.
- Web app writes to DB.
- Extract changes from DB.
- Kafka (with log compaction) stores changes.
- Append to log.
- Index.
Using Change Capture

- A user submits data to a web app.
- The data is written to a database (DB).
- Extract changes from the database.
- Kafka is used with log compaction.
- Changes are appended to the log.
- Data is stored in an index and cache.
Using change capture

1. User submits data
2. Data is handled by the Web app
3. Data is written to the DB
4. Changes are extracted
5. Data is routed to Kafka
6. Kafka processes the data with log compaction
7. Data is then directed to Index, Cache, and HDFS
8. Consumers independently apply writes
Using Change Capture

1. User submits data to Web app.
2. Data is written to DB.
3. Extract changes from DB.
5. Kafka passes data to Index, Cache, and HDFS.
6. Monitoring and Samza handle data processing.
DATA STREAMS - FRESHLY BOTTLED AT SOURCE
A Stream Data Platform powered by Apache Kafka
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PRODUCERS

- Web app
- Mobile app
- Email
- ...

Kafka message broker
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like UNIX pipes
but for DISTRIBUTED DATA
mysql | elasticsearch
tail -f access.log | join <(mongodb) | recommendations | sendmail
USING CHANGE CAPTURE

- A person submits data to a Web app, which writes to a DB.
- Changes are extracted and added to Kafka.
- Kafka (with log compaction) is used to append to the log.
- Extracted changes are then applied to Index, Cache, and HDFS by independent consumers.

consumers independently apply writes
Further reading
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Bottled Water

[github.com](http://github.com)/confluentinc/bottledwater-pg